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grandparents—and anyone else who has
ever felt the power of a mother’s love.
Destiny T. D. Jakes 2015-08-04 Discover
the divine purpose of your dreams with this
insightful guide from Bishop T. D. Jakes -and learn how Biblical principles will propel
your life to the next level. Have you ever
sensed the pull of a divine guide that was
leading you to the right place or person?
Destiny, that inner compass, directs you to
fulfillment of your highest purpose. When
you reflect on your life, you may be amazed
that you didn't control or initiate your
greatest moments -- you were destined!
Stepping into your destiny means fulfilling
the role you were created to play in life.
You will thrive and find contentment when
you have the courage to pursue your true
purpose. Life offers more when destiny is
our focus! Our divine purpose maneuvers
us past challenges, pains, and shortcuts. On
deeper reflection, we understand our trials
and failures as valuable lessons, the
catalysts that shift us toward authentic selfidentity, greater exposure, and bold life
adventures. Whether you are starting out,
starting over, or dreaming of greater
success, now is the time to reset your inner
compass, clear your path of distractions
and disruptions, and correct places where
you have veered off course. Get unstuck.
Embrace your God-given purpose and, with
this revelatory guide from T.D. Jakes, dare

Billboard 2002-01-12 In its 114th year,
Billboard remains the world's premier
weekly music publication and a diverse
digital, events, brand, content and data
licensing platform. Billboard publishes the
most trusted charts and offers unrivaled
reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends.
Mama Made The Difference T. D. Jakes
2006-04-25 The New York Times bestseller
that celebrates motherhood—for mothers
and those who love them. Beloved pastor
and bestselling author T. D. Jakes pays
tribute to his mother—and mothers
everywhere—with powerful, heartwarming
stories and lessons from his own
experiences as a son and pastor. Woven
into these vignettes are Biblical stories and
testimonials from famous children of mighty
mothers whose nurturing wisdom and
influence helped to shape their worlds, and
whose invaluable lessons were the building
blocks of great character. Bishop Jakes
incorporates those lessons—from believing
in God and oneself, to learning the value of
support, responsibility, and celebrating
others, to understanding the power of
prayer, wisdom, and endurance—in Mama
Made the Difference, a must-have not only
for mothers, but also for daughters and
sons, brothers and sisters, parents and
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to pursue the unseen order in your life
circumstances and fulfill your Destiny.
Ebony 2001-01 EBONY is the flagship
magazine of Johnson Publishing. Founded
in 1945 by John H. Johnson, it still
maintains the highest global circulation of
any African American-focused magazine.
The Lady, Her Lover, and Her Lord T. D.
Jakes 2000 A noted pastor and author of the
best-selling Woman, Thou Art Loosed!
shares a message of hope and faith that
empowers women to restore their
relationships--with themselves, their men,
and God--without the repercussions of the
past. Reprint.
Woman Thou Art Loosed! Classic
Edition T. D. Jakes 2018-10-16 You were
meant to live free, healed, and whole! And
when Jesus saw her, he called her to Him,
and said unto her, Woman, thou art loosed
from thine infirmity. Luke 13:12 KJV Do you
feel imprisoned by past failureslike you just
cant break free from all the guilt,
condemnation, and shame? Does your heart
long to experience true joy and lasting
wholeness? Its time to start living the free
and flourishing life that God has always
intended for you. For over 20 years, T.D.
Jakes classic bestseller, Woman, Thou Art
Loosed!,has brought hope and healing to
countless women. No matter where you find
yourself todayinsecure teenager, battered
wife, hopeless woman, or broken female
soulyou can experience a better tomorrow!
In these healing pages you will receive:
Keys to finding freedom from the pain of
the past. Deliverance from low self-esteem
and self-hatred. Healing for a wounded or
broken heart. Hope for a bright and
glorious future. There is freedom available
for youregardless of the tragedy, trauma,
and disappointments that life has brought.
Let today be the first day on your journey
towards complete healing and deliverance!
Woman, Thou Art Blessed T. D. Jakes
2021-01-19 No matter your circumstances,
God calls you blessed! While you may not
be able to control the unexpected trials and
troubles you face on a daily basis, you can
learn how to draw strength from the
blessing of the Lord! In his dynamic style,
the-art-of-waiting-td-jakes

Bishop T.D. Jakes presents encouraging
devotionals that help you boldly declare
Woman, Thou Art Blessed! over every
circumstance. Over the next 90 days,
immerse yourself in biblical truths about
your blessed identity. Each devotional entry
includes powerful declarations of blessing
to help you confess and declare what God
says about youthat you are deeply loved,
highly favored and radically blessed. When
you see yourself the way God does, you can
live the abundant life that Jesus promised!
Planted with a Purpose T. D. Jakes
2020-04-07 #1 New York Times bestselling
author T.D. Jakes wrestles with the age-old
questions: Why do the righteous suffer?
Where is God in all the injustice? Bishop
Jakes wants to encourage you that God uses
difficult, crushing experiences to prepare
you for unexpected blessings. If you are
faithful through suffering, you will be
surprised by God's joy, comforted by His
peace, and fulfilled with His purpose. In
this book--small and portable enough to fit
in a purse, suitcase, backpack, briefcase, or
even a pocket--PLANTED WITH A
PURPOSE will inspire you to have hope,
even in your most difficult moments. If you
trust in God and lean on Him during
setbacks, He will lead you through.
T.D. Jakes Speaks to Women! T. D. Jakes
1996 As you read each quote in this
inspirational treasure, you will be
challenged, comforted, healed, and set free!
The restoration experienced with each turn
of the page makes this a cherished gift to
pass on to others. Bishop Jakes' message is
clear - no matter where you have been or
what you have done, God has forgiven you
and wants to heal your past so you can
change your future! Bishop T. D. Jakes is
the founder and senior pastor of The
Potter's House church in Dallas, Texas. A
highly celebrated author with several
bestselling books to his credit, he
frequently ministers in massive crusades
and conferences across the nation. His
weekly television broadcast is nationally
viewed in millions of homes.
Daddy Loves His Girls T. D. Jakes
2011-10-04 DIVDIVYour Father loves you
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very much!/divDIV /divDIVGod wants to fill
every void and heal every scar left by
earthly fathers. Bishop T. D. Jakes offers
hope and healing that will change the way
you look at your world./divDIV /divDIVFilled
with powerful, encouraging teaching for
women of any age, Daddy Loves His Girls
provides the building blocks for healthier,
happier relationships. Be encouraged as
you learn how to: /divDIV /divDIV·
Understand the losses you may experience
in a fatherless home/divDIV· Build a
relationship with a Father who never
sleeps/divDIV· Cut the approval cord and let
fears of rejection go/divDIV· Accept the fact
that everyone has a right to be
blessed/divDIV /divDIVYour heavenly Daddy
wants to protect you, love you and comfort
you. What are you waiting for? His arms are
open, and His heart is big./div/div
Kingdom Woman Devotional Tony Evans
2013-09-20 Sub-titled “Daily Inspiration for
Embracing Your Purpose, Power, and
Possibilities,” this new 90-day devotional
for women reinforces the message from the
book Kingdom Woman (by Chrystal Evans
Hurst & Tony Evans), calling every Christfollowing woman to tap into the power of
God as she finds and fulfills the purpose for
which God has fashioned her. A Kingdom
Woman seeks to align herself and operate
under the authority of God—in every area of
life. With practical insights and applications
in both the lives of Christian women and
those they love, this devotional will
encourage women to embrace their role as
leaders under God’s authority, disciple
them to live as true heirs under the
covenant God made with His children, and
challenge women to initiate the practical
principles of living under the rule of Christ.
Gypsy Bags & Traveling Jackets Mica
Rath 2013-07-03 Gypsy Bags & Traveling
Jackets is a journey of faith chronicled in
journals spanning twenty-three years. A
miniseries of periods, question marks, and
exclamation points arranged in patterns of
reflections, answers and awestruck
moments that reflect not just collections of
recorded events but jumbled thoughts in a
soul-searching exercise of discovery. These
the-art-of-waiting-td-jakes
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are stories tailored in transparency; stories
of faith rewarded, hope rekindled and love
poured out in ways unimaginable.
God's Leading Lady T. D. Jakes
2003-07-01 Bishop T. D. Jakes, the #1
bestselling author of The Lady, Her Lover,
and Her Lord and Soar!, offers women a
plan for taking charge of their lives.
Providing the inspiration and the tools
women need to face life’s challenges,
Bishop Jakes teaches women to star in the
unique role God has chosen for them to play
in the world. With a foundation of Christian
values and faith in God’s plan, this book
encourages women to: • Triumph in the
face of adversity • Recognize the Lord’s
calling • Create a godly and successful
legacy—that will inspire and influence
generations to come
Ebony 2001-01 EBONY is the flagship
magazine of Johnson Publishing. Founded
in 1945 by John H. Johnson, it still
maintains the highest global circulation of
any African American-focused magazine.
Making Great Decisions Reflections T.D.
Jakes 2009-06-02 The star of BETs Mind,
Body & Soul, and featured guest speaker on
Oprah’s Lifeclass, Potter’s House pastor,
T.D. Jakes turns his attention to the topic of
relationships, guiding you on the right track
to making decisions you will benefit from
for the rest of your life. In the vein of Joel
Osteen’s Become a Better You and Dr.
Phil’s Life Strategies, the New York Times
bestselling Making Great Decisions
(formerly tiled Before You Do) gives you the
psychological and practical tools you need
to reflect, discern, and decide the next step
toward strong relationships in your life.
“Remember,” writes T.D. Jakes, “your
tomorrow is no better than the decisions
you make today.” “My promise is that if you
read this book, you will be equipped, you
will know all you need to know about
making foolproof relational decisions,”
writes T.D. Jakes. Choosing the right
partner, at home or at work, is one of the
most consequential decisions we’ll ever
make. How can we be sure that we’re
choosing wisely? How do we know if we’re
doing the right thing when we change
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careers? By breaking our decisions down
into their five crucial components:
Research: gathering information Roadwork:
removing obstacles Rewards: listing choices
and visualizing consequences Revelation:
narrowing your options and making your
selection Rearview: looking back and
adjusting as necessary to stay on course
Clear-sighted, realistic, and spiritually
uplifting, Making Great Decisions is one of
those rare books that can change lives.
Old Maids of the Millennium S. V.
Henson, Jr. 2009-08-09 How to overcome
the struggles of being single, successful,
beautiful and alone in the Millennium. A
spiritual cleansing for a romantic
breakthrough.
Can You Stand to be Blessed? T. D. Jakes
2017-04-18 See Yourself as Blessed in
Every Season of Life We all want to be
blessed. We desire health, happiness,
promotion, joy, financial security, peace,
good relationships, and every quality
signifying that blessing and abundance are
flowing in our lives. So how do you continue
to live blessed even when you are going
through lifes valleys? Everyone faces
difficult timesseasons where we dont feel
blessed. God wants to mold and shape you
into a person who sees yourself as blessed,
not because of your circumstances, but
because this is your God-assigned identity!
In this classic book from Bishop T.D. Jakes,
you will discover how to: walk in a blessed
identity, no matter what season or
circumstance comes your way. unlock inner
strength to persevere, even when you feel
like you can no longer go on. exchange your
stress and worry for gratitude and
thanksgiving. become a person God can
trust with Heavens blessing and
abundance. Whether you are standing on
the highest peak of victory, or feel like you
are sinking into the valley of trial, once you
start to see yourself as blessed, you will be
positioned to thrive in every season!
You Have It In You! Sheryl Brady
2013-07-02 Offers guidance to reveal your
hidden talents, abilities and gifts that are
waiting to be discovered in yourself.
When Power Meets Potential T. D. Jakes
the-art-of-waiting-td-jakes

2014-07-15 Unlock Your Purpose and
Unleash Your Potential Do you want to
fulfill your life purpose? Then it’s time to
stop looking for purpose and start using the
divinely placed purpose inside of you. Your
destiny is not waiting to be found, it's
waiting to be released! New York Times
Bestselling author and evangelical
statesman, Bishop TD Jakes, shares the key
to fulfilling your purpose and releasing your
potential: Power. It all comes down to
divine meetings—God’s power with your
potential. Power can be released through
specific people, strategic meetings,
significant moments. Regardless of how
power comes, you must learn how to
prepare your potential for the life-changing,
destiny-altering collisions with supernatural
power that launch you into new levels of
living. By drawing from the powerful
analogy of Elijah and Elisha, Bishop Jakes
shows you how to: • Discover your purpose
• Unleash your potential • Remain focused
during difficult seasons • Position yourself
for destiny-defining moments • Recognize
your power encounters and seize those
opportunities When your potential meets
God’s power, you are on the way to
fulfilling your purpose!
Jakes Double Set Td Jakes 2018-04 Your
Secret to Facing the Impossible with
Confidence! Cora shares her inspirational
story of spiritual growth to set the stage for
this life-changing message. Faithing It is
not about pretending away your problems-it's about facing circumstances through
relationship and faith in God, because you
see them measured next to the chainbreaking, miracle-working power of God. By
Faithing It, you will discover how to take
the very storms that tried to destroy you
and turn them into stepping stools to
promote you to your divine purpose! Unlock
Your Purpose and Unleash Your Potential
Do you want to fulfill your life purpose?
Then it's time to stop looking for purpose
and start using the divinely placed purpose
inside of you. Your destiny is not waiting to
be found, it's waiting to be released! It all
comes down to divine meetings--God's
power with your potential. Power can be
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released through specific people, strategic
meetings, significant moments. Regardless
of how power comes, you must learn how to
prepare your potential for the life-changing,
destiny-altering collisions with supernatural
power that launch you into new levels of
living.
The Lost Art of Sacrifice Vicki Burbach
2021-02-18 The Lost Art of Sacrifice leaves
behind the soft sentimentalism that many
today wrongly associate with Christianity,
calling readers to remember – and to
embrace – Christ’s unambiguous challenge
in Matthew 16: “If any man would come
after me, let him deny himself and take up
his cross and follow me. For whoever would
save his life will lose it, and whoever loses
his life for my sake will find it.” In these
powerful pages, author Vicki Burbach
contrasts – as Jesus did – our selfish worldly
culture with the way Christians are called
to live, illuminating the essential role that
sacrifice must play in every worthy human
life. Not content with explaining the
importance of sacrifice and singing its
praises, Burbach ends each chapter with
practical, down-to-earth suggestions to help
readers cultivate the art of sacrifice in their
lives, so that each may find a way to follow
Christ as He commands us. Best of all, she
shows that not only is it critical that we
each undertake ever more sacrifices, large
and small, as we go about our daily lives
but that doing so is the path to joy: great
joy today and immeasurably greater joy
hereafter.
Insights to Help You survive Peaks and
Valleys T. D. Jakes 2008-03-28 Bishop T.D.
Jakes gives practical and proven insights to
help you survive your challenges and revel
in your joys. Life is not the same day after
day some are good, others are not. Walking
through the peaks and valleys takes energy,
direction, and stamina. You will be
prepared for a lifetime of journeying by
following the insights given by Bishop
Jakes, one of the most relevant and dynamic
ministers today. Let us therefore come
boldly to the throne of grace, that we may
obtain mercy and find grace to help in time
of need (Hebrews 4:16). Important insights
the-art-of-waiting-td-jakes

include learning to welcome the Refiner's
fire, living in the grace of God, and
recognizing the blessings in your life. Do
more than just survive the peaks and
valleys in your life; embrace them, learn
from them, and walk confidently into your
future!
The T.D. Jakes Relationship Bible T.D. Jakes
2012-01-24 From Genesis to Revelation, it
is clear that the Holy Bible is, in the words
of Bishop T.D. Jakes, “The Greatest Love
Story Ever Told.” It is not a book about
religion, but relationships—from the
creation of a man and a woman and their
intimate relationship with God in the
Garden through the tragic break in that
relationship at the Fall and the eventual
restoration of that relationship through
Jesus Christ and His death on the cross of
Calvary. Let’s face it, we all have questions
about relationships in life. When you lay
your head down on the pillow at night, do
you find these questions about your
relationship with God running through your
mind? How can I know God personally? Can
I find peace and true contentment? What is
the purpose of my life? How do I know how
God wants me to live? What is prayer?
Throughout our lives, we all face a long list
of questions on relationships that trouble
our souls and require real answers based
on real truth. How do I forgive someone
who has hurt me badly? Can I mend this
broken relationship? When my world seems
to be falling apart around me, who can I
trust and in whom dare I confide? How do I
know whether a person is the right one to
date? Will my marriage survive? How do I
nourish my child’s heart? What do I do with
my fears about expressing my love and care
to a friend? The good news is that in God’s
Word we find the answers to life’s
bewildering relationship questions. We are
not left to figure it out on our own and in
our own strength and power. You are
invited to begin a lifelong journey to
discovering God’s words of truth for your
life and relationships, and to discovering
God Himself in the words of His Book!
Woman, Thou Art Loosed! T. D. Jakes
2011-07-28 Let your heart be warmed as
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the oil of T.D. Jakes' teaching flows from
your mind to your spirit. The balm in this
book will soothe all manner of traumas,
tragedies, and disappointments. For the
single parent and the battered wife, for the
abused girl and the insecure woman, there
is a cure for the crisis! In this soft word for
the sensitive ear, there is a deep cleansing
for those inaccessible areas of the feminine
heart. This book will help to fight back the
infections of life. Woman, Thou Art Loosed!
will break the bands off the neck of every
woman who dares to read it!
T.D. Jakes Speaks to Men, 3-in-1 T. D. Jakes
2007-02-01 3-in-1 edition with Loose That
Man and Let Him Go!, So You Call Yourself
a Man?, and T. D. Jakes Speaks to Men.
The Journey of T.D. Jakes Richard Young
2015-02-02 Discover the lessons Thomas
Dexter Jakes learned as a young boy
growing up in Appalachian poverty.
Experience the victory and redemption of a
young man who faced—and overcame—the
seduction of drugs and crime. Witness the
entrepreneurial seeds that were planted as
he shouldered the responsibilities of his
deceased father’s business as a teenager.
Then, behold his rise from pastor of a tiny
rural congregation to the leader of a
30,000-member megachurch in one of
America’s largest cities. Through his
experiences, you will discover how you, too,
can: Develop your own God-given vision.
See miracles in your life. Reap the blessings
of faith. Overcome obstacles. Change your
part of the world. Be led by the Holy Spirit.
Woman Strengthen Thy Self Lady Trinity
2016-04-14 A struggling young African
American Woman by the name of Tina finds
and uses the strength she has in order to
survive in a life that she seemed to think
was cursed, never being able to overcome
the hurt for some answers to why life was
so hard. Why were the women in her life
appearing to be demons? Most importantly,
why did they taunt her? She wondered if
maybe her struggle could become her
success, so she poured her heart and soul
into this book, gaining the strength to
reveal her horrid story. She hoping that this
is the key that would open the door to a
the-art-of-waiting-td-jakes

better life for her and her family and
strengthen weak women on the path to a
higher place. Tinas trials and tribulations
taught her that God had revealed to her he
had carried her though all through her
despair. She was not blinded to the hell that
this world possessed. She was forced to
face all the darkness that life had to offer as
she wearily reached for the light. She now
realizes that perhaps its time for Tina to
give back to the Lord, to turn her life over
to him and do his will. To thank him for all
that hed brought her through, thus making
her become the woman that she has
become today. A strong black woman!
Although she struggled with her mission,
Tina asks that those who are blessed to
read this book to please say a prayer for
her. Thank you, and God bless you!
Woman Mary Jean Pidgeon 1998 When the
enemy slipped into the garden, he robbed
Eve and all her daughters of their original
purpose, position, and power. But today
God is bringing these truths back to
women. He is setting His daughters free
and showing them their value in His
Kingdom.
Woman, Thou Art Loosed! The Novel T.
D. Jakes 2004-09-07 From bestselling
author and beloved preacher Bishop T. D.
Jakes comes an inspirational novel of
recovery and Christian faith. Her name is
Michelle. As a child she called her grandma
“mama,” her mother by her first name, and
her mother’s boyfriends “Uncle.” She grew
up fast with too many men, too many
strangers, and too many betrayals. Lost and
sentenced to a private hell of abuse,
addiction, poverty, and crime, Michelle has
now been given a second chance to reclaim
her life. But first she has to believe in the
possible. She has to believe in herself. What
it takes to free her is the one thing Michelle
thought she’d never have. It’s called faith.
Woman, Thou Art Loosed! Devotional T.
D. Jakes 2007-10-01 Heal the Wounds of the
Past! This insightful devotional was created
for the thousands of women from across the
world who have received healing and
restoration through the Woman, Thou Art
Loosed! message. The daily devotions have
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been developed from Woman, Thou Art
Loosed by T.D. Jakes, and are taken from
the triumphs, failures, trials, and faith of
the women in God's Word. Each liberating
chapter is designed to assist the reader in
keeping the binding chains of the past from
refastening themselves in her life.
Loose That Man and Let Him Go! with
Workbook T. D. Jakes 2003-05-01 This
book offers clarity, healing, and restoration
to a generation of men who are confused
about their God-given purpose and vision.
Ideal for groups or individuals.
Woman, Thou Art Healed and Whole T.
D. Jakes 2016-05-17 Experience Freedom
from the Pain of Your Past! Many women
are not enjoying an abundant, full and
satisfying life because they are still
imprisoned to the pain of the past. Its time
to get free and live free! In Woman, Thou
Art Healed and Whole, Bishop TD Jakes
shares words of encouragement that will
heal your soul and liberate your heart. So
what is holding you back from living life to
the fullest? Maybe you have experienced
trauma, abuse, destructive relationships,
betrayal, pain from poor decisions,
unforgiveness, guilt or shame. These
prisons are constantly looking for souls to
claim and restrain. Even though you may
have already received Gods forgiveness, its
time for you to start walking in the healing
and wholeness He has made available to
you. Get ready to experience Heavens
healing for your past so you can start
enjoying the abundant life today!
Fulfilled E. N. Baldwin 2007-09 For the
Vision is yet for an appointed time; but at
the end it will speak, and it will not lie.
Though it tarries, wait for it; because it will
surely come, it will not tarry. Habakkuk 2: 3
Through the grace of God, every trial and
tribulation we encounter in life, makes us
stronger, more powerful, and more
bearable. Fulfilled is a Book of inspirational
stories and poetry expressing my struggles
and battles in life. The dream of this book
begun in Iraq and was brought to life
during my spare time in Afghanistan. Come
with me on a spiritual journey through life,
A journey painted with words of
the-art-of-waiting-td-jakes

expressions and poetry for the soul. We all
fall down, but we all get back up again!
There are going to be some things in life
that are going to shatter your pride, break
your heart, and crush your soul, but you
have to believe Everything happens for a
reason. Once you realize that things
happens for a reason and reach for the sky,
you too will become fulfilled! E. N Baldwin
is a United States Army Veteran currently
living in Houston, TX. She has been writing
poetry and short stories since the second
grade. She loves helping others and
inspiring them to accomplish their dreams.
She is currently working on her Master
Degree as a Physician Assistant and grants
for funding Second Chance in His Hands.
E.N Baldwin knew as a child that she had a
spiritual purpose for the Lord. She has
always kept a strong closeness and
Friendship with the Lord and allows him to
direct her in everything that she does. E.N
Baldwin is now on a journey in search to
find that purpose on earth that GOD wants
her to fulfill.
T.D. Jakes Speaks to Men! T. D. Jakes
1996 150 power-packed quotes from Bishop
Jakes that will heal and restore you to your
God-given strength and purpose.
Dating While Waiting Sydra L. Weston
2017-06-20 If you are searching for what
dating looks like as a Christian girl, Dating
While Waiting is the book for you. It
discusses staying true to your purity vow;
knowing when you are ready to date,
knowing your deal-breakers, signs of a bad
boy, pressures of your social life, self
esteem concerns, and more. Dating While
Waiting will help uplift and encourage you
forward. With transparency, wit, and
charm, author Sydra L. Weston shares her
intimate journey of spiritual growth as she
discovered that without God being the head
of her lifeincluding her dating lifeshe would
continue to fail at making the right decision
about dating. Dating While Waiting is a
warfare tool to use when beginning the
dating phase in your life. It may be read
with friends or shared with someone in
need of spiritual guidance, all while
focusing on staying true to your purity vow.
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course in managing their careers,
relationships, health, home and spiritual
well-being. The 64 lessons explore ideas
like: 1. Good choices begin with research;
2. Quitting can be good, at the right time; 3.
Begin before 'need' arises; 4. Regret can be
the begging of triumph over adversity. For
instance, we've all been told that quitters
never win. But, there IS a time to quit,
whether it's your job, marriage, church or
project. The biggest problem with quitting
is the timing. Quitting too soon may mean
that you relinquish your dreams. Get
comfortable with change. Even after you've
repositioned yourself, change is constant.
You may need to quit something in order to
make room for the next season of your life.
Before you quit anything, look within and
determine your real motives. Revisit the
longings deep in your heart. Get a clear
perspective on what you're releasing and
what your taking hold of. Examine your
prior choices and consider what you've
'quit' in the past. This honest selfexamination will prepare you for a new
beginning.
Tears in the Valley IJAY 2006-01 The tears
that flowed from Calvary were not those of
an angry man but of a lonely man. A man
forsaken by both God and man. All through
the valley, his eyes were set on the
mountain, on the joy that would be his. The
valley is not the end of the road. It is simply
a land surrounded by mountains. We all
experience the ups and downs of life, and
most times we feel like breaking out in
tears. It is not a sign of weakness to cry
while going through tough times. Even
Jesus wept. The promise is that weeping
may endure for a night but joy comes in the
morning. It takes faith to walk through the
valley and maintain a positive attitude.
Keep your eyes on the mountain while your
tears are flowing in the valley, for you shall
rise again. "Yea, though I walk through the
valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no
evil: for thou art with me; thy rod and thy
staff they comfort me." (Psalm 23v4)
Healing, Blessings, and Freedom T. D.
Jakes 2011-07-28 Every believer goes
through those seasons of life when walking

Cover Girls T. D. Jakes 2008-11-16 This
compelling novel follows four women as
they learn to balance children, estranged
husbands, boyfriends, and problems at
work through their faith in God. Michelle,
Tonya, Mrs. Judson, and Miz Ida. AfricanAmerican, white, rich, poor -- they
seemingly have nothing in common. Yet
every day they face the complex realities of
twenty-first-century urban life as they try to
balance their needs with their belief in God.
Through the course of a year, these women
must come to terms with the past, discover
their true identities, and recognize the
unexpected miracles that reveal God's allencompassing love. These four women
entertain us and invite us to join in their
lives. As they welcome us, they also
introduce us to the men in their lives. The
men play supporting roles, adding color and
zest to the lives of the Cover Girls. Bishop
Jakes knows the struggles real women
encounter and the losses that make it
difficult to face the future. He brings
compassionate insight and deep wisdom to
this novel and proves that he is not only a
gifted preacher, but a born storyteller.
Can You Stand to Be Blessed Revised T.
D. Jakes 2011-09-07 Does any runner enter
a race without training for it? Does a
farmer expect a harvest without preparing
a field? Do Christians believe they can hit
the mark without investing any effort? The
heart of every believer holds a desire to
fulfill his destiny in God. Yet the way to
success - and beyond - is full of twists and
turns and obstacles. In this book T.D. Jakes
teaches you how to unlock the inner
strength to go on in God. The requirements
that he discusses prepare you for your
intended purpose. The only question that
remains is, Can You Stand to Be Blessed?
64 Lessons for a Life Without Limits T.D.
Jakes 2011-05-12 What people need today
when they and society at large are in social
and economic distress is great advice and
spiritual support that is easy to access. 64
Lessons- informed by two of Bishop Jakes'
bestselling titles, Reposition Yourself and
Making Great Decisions- is a readyreference book of advice to keep readers on
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with God leaves you perplexed, persecuted,
and in pain.Bishop T.D. Jakes is by no
means a stranger to such trying times. This
365-day devotional shares from his personal
struggles to minister encouraging words to
those desperate for the Lord's comforting
touch. Are you weary from wandering the
wilderness, battling the loneliness of
leadership, or seeking solace as a single?
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Then the testimony and teaching of Bishop
Jakes will empower your faith and propel
you from breakdown to breakthrough in one
year. Writing to the hungry and hurting
with a powerful anointing, T.D. Jakes has
been firmly entrenched on the best-seller
lists since his first book, Woman Thou Art
Loosed, was published in 1995.
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